Fire/Safety Information – Vendors
FIRE
In the event you hear the fire alarm signal within any of the PHS hospitals, you should first
attempt to find out the location of the alarm. You can do this by either referencing a “Fire
Alarm Code Chart” near a fire alarm pull box at Harrisburg, Polyclinic, or Seidle, or listening
to the overhead paging system for the appropriate announcement at all hospital location
including Community General Osteopathic. The “code” for fire at all PHS Hospitals is
“Condition Red” and will be announced overhead stating the location of the alarm. If the
alarm is not in an area nearby, proceed with what you were doing but DO NOT USE THE
ELEVATORS, use stairs instead.
If you should discover a fire while on PHS property remember the word “RACE” for the
correct actions to take. RACE is an acronym for Rescue, Alarm, Confine,
Extinguish/evacuate, and is a guideline for the proper actions to take during a fire:
R= Rescue anyone in immediate danger
A= Alarm. Pull the nearest fire alarm box (grab the center “handle” and pull down until it
stops, then release the handle)and notify Hospital employees of the situation (use the
words “Condition Red” when notifying employees; using the word “fire” will cause
unnecessary panic.
C= Confine the smoke and heat by closing doors/windows in the area and adjacent
areas.
E= Extinguish/evacuate. If the fire is small use a fire extinguisher to put it out. If you feel
a fire extinguisher would not be effective or do not know how to properly operate
one, evacuate the area immediately insuring doors are closed upon evacuation.
If you have to use a fire extinguisher, remember the word “PASS” for the correct procedures:
P= Pull the pin.
A= Aim the nozzle/horn at the base of the fire.
S= Squeeze the handles to allow the “extinguishing agent” to come out of the
extinguisher.
S= Sweep the fire, back and forth as if using a broom, to extinguish the fire.
Fire evacuation plans are posted on the walls in strategic areas and should be referenced in
the event that you need to evacuate the building.
Safety
All employees, staff, and vendors are expected to concentrate on being safe while on
Hospital property. To insure your safety and that of others, here are some things to keep in
mind:
When going through doors in the stairwell or halls look through the glass on the doors to
insure nobody is on the other side.
If you spill a liquid (coffee, cleaning fluid, etc.) clean it up immediately.
Observe all posted signage (e.g., “Do not pass this area without protective equipment”; “No
Smoking”, etc.).
When working with sharp objects do not try and catch the object if it falls.
Do not block fire alarm boxes, fire doors, stairwell doors, or any other emergency equipment
with devices, boxes, or any other miscellaneous items.

